
SUMMARY

Back Market provides high-quality, refurbished electronics and helps reduce e-waste—a mission that resonates 

with Gen Z. The company initially tried to engage this group with a special discount through Student Beans, but 

soon realized the program wouldn’t give Back Market the data it needed to nurture true loyalty. Back Market 

switched to SheerID and launched a comprehensive, omnichannel campaign to college students in the US and 

across Europe. In just two months, the new program verified 18,000 students, increased the number of verified

students who used the discount by 50%, and gave Back Market student data it could use to boost its customer 

lifetime value (CLTV).
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Acquire EU and US college 

students with a personalized offer 

that provides the data necessary 

to nurture their loyalty.

CHALLENGE

Back Market was founded in France in 2014, and quickly 

developed a market niche for refurbished electronics 

that fueled the company’s rapid growth in the US and 

Europe. Its business model offers high quality products 

at a great price, which benefits both buyers and sellers 

and helps reduce the e-waste sent to landfills.

Back Market recognized that tech-savvy, environmentally 

conscious students could be a lucrative consumer tribe. 

To reach this audience, the company initially engaged 

Student Beans because the affiliate verified student 

eligibility and offered marketing support.

But affiliates retain their customer data, and Back Market 

knew that to successfully expand, it needed students’ 

data so it could continue to engage them. Back Market 

decided to find a new verification partner that could 

protect its student offer and give the company the data 

it needed to nurture students’ loyalty and increase their 

customer lifetime value.



Back Market re-launched its student discount with 

SheerID’s Identity Marketing Platform. Students no 

longer had to leave Back Market’s website to get 

verified—SheerID instantly verifies them as part of Back 

Market’s purchase process. Students opt in to receive 

their exclusive 5% discount, and Back Market collects 

zero-party data it can use to nurture their loyalty.

To promote its new student program, Back Market 

launched a robust marketing campaign that included 

blogs, organic and paid search, a dedicated landing 

page, and banners on their homepage and throughout 

the website. The company also ran a social media 

campaign, launched paid influencer campaigns on 

YouTube and Instagram, and partnered with media 

outlets to publish even more content.

It was a robust campaign driven in part by the protection

SheerID offered.

“SheerID provided instant and secure verification—

an experience that would attract students and 

give us valuable data,” said Pauline Deschamp, 

Back Market’s content manager. “This gave us the 

confidence to vigorously promote the program in all 

our channels globally.”

Use SheerID’s Identity 

Marketing Platform to verify 

students and collect customer 

data for re-engagement.

SOLUTION

SheerID provided instant and secure

verification—an experience that

would attract students and  

give us valuable data.

“
Pauline Deschamps 
Content Manager



Partnering with SheerID and running a big campaign 

paid off. The landing page for Back Market’s student 

offer generated an impressive 33% conversion rate. 

And in just two months, Back Market:

• Verified more than 18,000 students.

• Saw a 50% increase in the number of verified  

 students who used the discount.

• Reduced discount abuse by 22%.

The company’s marketing campaign also generated 

impressive engagement, including 168K Instagram 

story views and 646K YouTube video views.

With SheerID, Back Market can now reach 235 million 

college students in 191 countries. And perhaps 

even more importantly, Back Market now collects 

the customer data it needs to turn those students 

into lifelong customers. To do that, it’s planning to 

develop an online community, partner with other 

brands for co-marketing, and participate in student-

centered festivals.

The student program was so successful, Back Market 

extended it to Poland and Finland, and is planning 

to expand it to other countries and develop new 

programs for other consumer tribes. It’s also exploring 

how it can leverage SheerID’s consulting team to 

develop additional marketing efforts, including a 

loyalty program.

“Partnering with SheerID has enabled us to bring 

students directly into our brand and is giving us  

the data we need to grow their lifetime value,” 

Increased student conversions 

by 50% and laid a strong 

foundation for nurturing 

customer loyalty.
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RESULTS

“Partnering with SheerID has enabled

us to bring students directly into our

brand and is giving us the data we

need to grow their lifetime value.

Pauline Deschamps
Content Manager

Pauline said. “We’re very happy with the results we’ve 

seen and excited to see even greater success as the 

program grows.”
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